Application of Buoyancy Weighing-bar Method to Measure the Droplet Size Distribution of Kerosene in Water
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Abstract: Buoyancy Weighing-Bar Method has been proven to be capable of measuring the particle size distribution of the settling particles and floating particles. Besides a simple operations and low-cost equipment, the Buoyancy Weighing-Bar Method could produce high accuracy results in measurement of particle size distribution. In this study, the Buoyancy Weighing-Bar Method is developed to measure droplet size distribution in the liquid-liquid systems. The samples used in this study are the mixture of kerosene of 1% in water of 99%, the mixture of kerosene of 2% in water of 98%, the mixture of kerosene of 3% in water of 97%, the mixture of kerosene of 4% in water of 96% and the mixture of kerosene of 5% in water of 95%. This study also decides the separation time of kerosene – water mixtures. The weighing-bar’s diameter is 15 mm, and the vessel’s diameter is 65 mm. The result by the Buoyancy Weighing-Bar Method are checked by using the gas chromatography to verify the purity of sample, and the droplet size distribution of kerosene in water is calculated by Stokes formula and compared to that measured by Coulter LS100. Based on the results obtained, the Buoyancy Weighing-Bar Method can decide the separation time of kerosene and water mixtures, and the droplet size distribution that calculated by Stroke formula is proportional to the Coulter L100.

1 INTRODUCTION

Application of buoyancy weighing-bar method had been done for measurement particle size distribution either floating particles or settling particles (Obata, et al., 2009; Motoi, et al., 2010). In this Buoyancy Weighing-Bar Method, the density change of solution due to droplet migration is determined by weighing buoyancy against a weighing bar hung in the suspension. Theoretically, the Buoyancy Weighing-Bar Method also could be applicable to measure droplet size distribution either in Stoke region or Allen region (Obata, et al., 2009; Motoi, et al., 2010; Tambun, et al., 2011; Tambun, et al., 2012a; Tambun, et al., 2012b; Tambun, et al., 2018). In this study, the Buoyancy Weighing-Bar Method will determine the measure droplet size distribution for liquid-liquid systems with the different density. The measure droplet size distribution had been investigated by using light scattering method (Mao, et al., 1998), microscope (Boxall, et al., 2010), nuclear magnetic resonance (Fridjonsson, et al., 2014), and laser diffraction with a Coulter LS-230 (Jurado, et al., 2007). In a short time, all methods can give highly precise results but require extremely expensive equipment. Hence, the Buoyancy Weighing-Bar Method will be a low cost method in droplet size distribution determination.

The principle of Buoyancy Weighing-Bar Method that measurement the density change in a suspension due to liquid migration is determined by weighing buoyancy against a weighing bar hung in the suspension. The tools of Buoyancy Weighing-Bar Method consists of an analytical balance with a hook for under-floor weighing and a weighing bar, which is used to determine the density change of suspension (Obata, et al., 2009; Motoi, et al., 2010). Besides, the Buoyancy Weighing-Bar Method has been proven to be able to estimate the fine particles by using the Rosin-Rammler equation (Tambun, et al., 2016).

In this study, Buoyancy Weighing-Bar Method will be applied in liquid-liquid systems of different densities, where in this experiment the sample used is kerosene and water (O/W) mixture. The Buoyancy Weighing-Bar Method used to investigate the measure droplet size distribution of kerosene in water (O/W) and the separation time of kerosene – water mixture. The principle of this study is similar to distributions system of the settling particles and floating particles, where the initial buoyant mass of...
the weighing bar according to the mixtures of liquid between the bottom and top of the weighing bar in a suspension (Tambun, et al., 2018a; Tambun, et al., 2018b).

2 METHODS

The illustration of the experimental apparatus is shown at Figure 1. The weighing bar is made of aluminum rod with the diameter of 15 mm, the length of 210 mm, and the density of 2700 kg/m³. The sample materials are water (ρ = 0.99708 g/cm³) and kerosene (ρ = 0.810 g/cm³). The material samples is put into glass cylinder with volume 1000 ml (diameter: 65 mm) with the mixture of kerosene of 1% in water of 99%, the mixture of kerosene of 2% in water of 98%, the mixture of kerosene of 3% in water of 97%, the mixture of kerosene of 4% in water of 96% and the mixture of kerosene of 5% in water of 95%. All experiments are operated at room temperature (approximately 298 K). The measuring time is 1 h and the measure droplet size distribution is calculated by Stokes formula and the result is compared to that measured by Coulter LS100.

\[ x = \frac{18 \mu L P(x)}{g \rho (\rho_p - \rho_L)} \]  

(1)

where g is the gravitational acceleration and \( \mu_L \) is the viscosity of the solution. The stokes equation applies only to laminar flow types with Reynold Numbers, \( \text{Re}_p < 0.2 \) (Allen T, 1990). After the separations time of samples are obtained from this research, the purity of samples are then analyzed by using gas chromatography.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Effect of Time on Apparent Mass of the Weighing-Bar When Comparison of O/W Water is 1 % : 99%

Figure 2 shows the correlation between apparent mass of the weighing-bar and time when comparison 1% : 99% of O/W is used. In the figure 2, the apparent mass of the weighing-bar decreased until all the kerosene floated above the weighing-bar, and then the apparent mass of the weighing-bar become constant.

The Stokes formula can be seen in equation 1 below:

\[ x = \frac{18 \mu L P(x)}{g \rho (\rho_p - \rho_L)} \]  

(1)
then the mass of weighing-bar tends to be constant. In this experiment, the weighing bar detect that all of the larger droplets have floated after 100 seconds. This is because the largest droplets will float first, then the medium droplets and the smaller droplet, so the weighing-bar mass decrease gradually and then constant after all the droplets is floating above the weighing bar. The results obtained by the Buoyancy Weighing-Bar Method are compared with those measured by gas chromatography. At 100 seconds of experiment, the purity of water is 94.9496% and at 680 seconds the purity of water is 97.1326%. At this experiment, at 680 seconds the mass of weighing-bar had not changed again and the water and kerosene are already separate but not complete. Hence, the separation time of O/W had been detected by using the Buoyancy Weighing-Bar Method.

3.2 Effect of Time on Apparent Mass of the Weighing-Bar When Comparison of O/W is 2% : 98%

Figure 3: The correlation between apparent mass of the weighing-bar with the time separation when comparison of O/W is 2% : 98%.

Figure 3 shows the correlation between apparent mass of the weighing-bar with the time separation when comparison of O/W is 2% : 98%. Similar with the figure 3, the mass of weighing bar is decreased rapidly from beginning until at 146 seconds and then the mass of weighing-bar tends to be constant. In this experiment, the weighing bar detect that all of the larger droplets have floated after 146 seconds. This is because the largest droplets will float first, then the medium droplets and the smaller droplet, so the weighing-bar mass decrease gradually and then constant after all the droplets is floating above the weighing bar. At this experiment, at 597 seconds the mass of weighing-bar has been constant and the water and kerosene are already separate but not complete.

3.3 Effect of Time on Apparent Mass of the Weighing-Bar When Comparison of O/W is 3% : 97%

Figure 4: The correlation between apparent mass of the weighing-bar with the time separation when comparison of O/W is 3% : 97%.

Figure 4 shows the correlation between apparent mass of the weighing-bar with the time separation when comparison of O/W is 3% : 97%. At this comparison, the mass of weighing bar is decreased rapidly from beginning until at 157 seconds and then the mass of weighing-bar tends to be constant. In this experiment, the weighing bar detect that all of the larger droplets have floated after 157 seconds. This is because the largest droplets will float first, then the medium droplets and the smaller droplet, so the weighing-bar mass decrease gradually and then constant after all the droplets is floating above the weighing bar. At this experiment, at 560 seconds the mass of weighing-bar has been constant and the water and kerosene are already separate but not complete.
3.4 Effect of Time on Apparent Mass of the Weighing-Bar When Comparison of O/W is 4% : 96%

Figure 5 shows the correlation between apparent mass of the weighing-bar with the time separation when comparison of O/W is 4% : 96%. At this comparison, the mass of weighing bar is decreased rapidly from beginning until at 164 seconds and then the mass of weighing-bar tends to be constant. In this experiment, the weighing bar detect that all of the larger droplets have floated after 146 seconds. This is because the largest droplets will float first, then the medium droplets and the smaller droplet, so the weighing-bar mass decrease gradually and then constant after all the droplets is floating above the weighing bar. At this experiment, at 870 seconds the mass of weighing-bar has been constant and the water and kerosene are already separate but not complete.

3.5 Effect of Time on Apparent Mass of the Weighing-Bar When Comparison of O/W is 5% : 95%

Figure 6: The correlation between apparent mass of the weighing-bar with the time separation when comparison of O/W is 5% : 95%.

Figure 6 shows the influence of time separation on apparent mass of the weighing-bar when comparison of O/W is 5% : 95%. At the figure 6, we could see that mass of weighing bar is decreased rapidly from 0 second until at 245 seconds and then the mass of weighing-bar tends to be constant. In this experiment, the weighing bar detect that all of the larger droplets have floated after 245 seconds. This is because the largest droplets will float first, then the medium droplets and the smaller droplet, so the weighing-bar mass decrease gradually and then constant after all the droplets is floating above the weighing bar. At this experiment, at 880 seconds, the mass of weighing-bar has not changed again and the water and kerosene are already separate but not complete.

3.6 Determination Measure Droplet Size Distribution by using Buoyancy Weighing-Bar Method

Figure 7 shows the measure droplet size distribution measured by using Buoyancy Weighing-Bar Method when the concentration 99% water : 1% kerosene. The measure droplet size distribution is calculated by...
Stokes formula, and the results obtained are compared with Coulter LS 100. The result obtained by measuring the BWM is comparable to that measured by Coulter LS100. In figure 5 can be seen that the results obtained by Buoyancy Weighing-Bar Method and Coulter are close. According to these results, Buoyancy Weighing-Bar Method could identify the measure droplet size distribution of O/W when comparison of O/W is 1%: 99%.

Figure 7: The measurement comparison of droplet size distribution of O/W between BWM and Coulter LS 100 when comparison of O/W is 1%: 99%.

4 CONCLUSION

The Buoyancy Weighing-Bar Method has been applied to experimentally investigate the droplet size distribution of O/W and to detect the separation time of O/W mixtures. The conclusions of this study are:

1. The Buoyancy Weighing-Bar Method could identify the droplet size distribution of O/W when comparison of O/W is 1%: 99% by using Stokes equation, and the precision of result is near to that measured by a Coulter LS100.
2. The Buoyancy Weighing-Bar Method could decide the separation time of O/W mixtures when comparison of O/W are 1%: 98%, 3%: 97%, 4%: 96%, and 5%: 95%.
3. The separation time for each comparison of O/W is different.
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